Horizontal Casting Machine For Brass and Bronze Rod, Hollow Bar, Busbar and Special Section

Machine Specifications
Composition: melting furnace, holding furnace, tractor, cutting machine, coiling machine (for sheet), storage roller (for billets), hydraulic device, electrical system, water cooling system etc.
Furnace Structure: separate or two combined (melting and holding)
Furnace Power: Melting from 100KW to 750KW, Holding from 50KW to 550KW
Raw Material: ingots or scraps
Product dimensions:
Solid bar: Diameter min 20mm, max 200mm, length 1500mm---6000mm
Hollow billets: OD Max 150mm, ID min 20mm
Sheet (strip): Width Max 650mm, thickness 14mm-20mm, coils weight max 3tons
Special section: as the customers drawing
Production (capacity): 1000tons---6000tons per year as the client requirement
Layout drawing (for billets, separate furnace structure)
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